
BREATH HOLD DIV ING ACCIDENTS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA

Damf ano Zannf nf> M.D.

Breath hold diving became a mass sport in 1950 fn the
Mediterranean area and the main countries involved were naturally
Italy~ France> Spa f n and Yugosl av f a. Thf s 1 ed to th e
organfzati on of na tf onal and f nterna tf onal spear-f f shin g
contests. which soon became part of the Worl d-wide Champf onshfp.

Of course both doctors interested in sports medicine and
doctors who practiced this spor t them sel ves got f nvol ved f n
probl ems of preventfon and safety f n the f f el d of breath hol d
divfng. as wel 1 as Scuba dfvfng  thef r interest was al most
f nevi tabl ei consf derfng that the technique of d fv in g f s tf ghtly
tf ed to phy sf ol ogy!.

Datfng back to the second hal f of the 50isi medfcal groups
were organized fn Sports Associations with the participation of
doctors interested in Sports Medi cf ne. Studf es and publ fc
messages about diving safety probl ems were developed at national
and f nterna tf onal meetf ngs, us i ng al 1 means on han di f.e.>
artf cl es on newspapers, d fving magaz f nes> T.V. show s, etc.>
especf ally at the beginnf ng of summer. Technf cal manual s wer'e
al so publf shed> as well as scientff f c 1 iterature and proceedings
of th e meetf ngs hei d.

For some time physfcfans of countries on the south-eastern
side of the Mediterranean sea  such as Greece> Turkey> Egypt>
Israel ~ Tunf sf a! kept fn contact with thef r colleagues in the
European countrf es.

In effects what we have accompl fshed fs a better
understandfng of opfnfons among doctors of the Medfterranean
area. w ith hei p from CMAS  Wor 1 d Con f ederati on of Underwater
Actfvftfes!> FFESSM  Federation Francafse Etudes et Sports
Sousmarf nes! and SIMSI  Ital f an Socf ety of Underwater and
Hy perbarf c Medf cf ne!i and al so thanks to EUBS  European Undersea
8 fomedf ca l Socf ety!.

Through these societies new research contributions about the
physiology of breath hol d diving became avaf1abl e to several
unf versf ti es~ such as Marsef 1 1 e and Genoa. Sta rtf ng f rom 1960
on ~ many up-to-date traf nfng cl asses for physi cf ans were
or ganf z ed, f f rst. f n Genoa~ th en f n Napl es. Hun dr eds of doctors
attended. At the same tf mei school s f or sport d fvf ng devel oped
and doctors were cal led to collaborate in teaching divers how to
avof d accf dents.

In 1976 with the constf tutf on of the SIMSI and then the
Cocchf Association for Safety in Water, meetfngs among doctors or
betw een doctors and technf ci ans mul tf pl fed.

Posters were prepared f or primary and hf gh school s. Legal
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procedur es rel atf ng to death by accf dents fn pool s and
responsfbf1 fty of the 1 ffe-guards were studied fntensfvelyi
especf al 1 y wfth regard to rescue procedures.

Durfng meetings we have always been astonished by the great
number of fatal accf dents that occur fn breath hold diving. Th1s
risk fs generally undervalued by the practfcfng sportsmen and
overestf mated by the propagandf sts of preventi on.

In the Medf terranean area, as well as 1n other parts of the
worl d, statf stf c data th at, are exacts or fndicatfve of the number
of deaths> are not yet avaf1 abl ei because of the fact that breath
hol d dfv fng acci dents are usual ly 1 fsted under "death by drow nf ng
or by submersf on".

To know these data waul d be extremely usaf ul ~ both to
eval uate the exact seriousness of the risk> and 1 1 kew 1 se~ to
f m prove our know 1 edge on cause s of syncope other th an pr ot onged
apnea. A better propaganda f or publf c awareness of th! s probl em
w oui d be possf bl e.

All th e Eur opean countries that touch the Medf terranean sea
are now making efforts to organize a systematic gatherfng of data
on these accf dents, so most probably there shoul d be more
rel fable data avaflable next year.

These data coul d probabl y be used f n preparf ng 1 aws so as to
achf eve safer breath-hol d dfv1ng, but this is a jurf df cal and
technical probl em  for examples even 1f accfdent rate fn mountafn
actfv 1 tfes 1 s much h1gher than accf dent rate f n the seai yet
nothing has been done by Iaw!.

The safest rul esr such as spear- ffshfng fn coupl e, watching
f rom above' presence of a scuba d fv er~ connectf on w 1 th the
surf ace by a 'I 1 ne and buoy  al 1 means wh1ch doctors agree shoul d
be appl fed! are too often considered non-appl fcablei because
f 1sherm en state they act as antf f 1 shing 1 mpl ements> especf al ly
during the corn pet1tf ons. As a matter of fact, thf s summer a
young Ital fan diver died durfng a competf tf on.

At presents the only numerfcal data that can be obtained are
from a few insurance companies that take care of divers> members
of a sport federatf on   fn France and S pain>; but these regard
onl y th e members' who general ly represent a m1norfty of those
practf sing 1mmersfon 1 n apnea; e.g.. fn Italy 30 ~ 000 dfvers are
members of dffferent Sport Federatfonsr while those practising
are certainly over 200.000. In France there are about 260 ~ 000
members of the Sport Federatf on> fn Spa1n 6,500.

I got these data f rom colleagues of dffferent Mediterranean
Countr 1es   ff g. I! and recef ved most of the f nform atf on f rom
Italy.
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Ff g. I. The Medf terranean area

The Central Instftute of Statf stf cs 1 n Italy 1 1 sts as number
of deaths by "submers1on" about llDO persons a yeari comprfsfng
seawater> 1 nl and lakes~ rfversi pool s or well. etc. About 80% of
the v1ctf ms are mal e. Fee al es are not 11sted as v 1ct1 ms of
breath hold d fvfng accf dents. Thus> we can only 1 f st as possf bl e
vf ctfms of fatal breath hold dfvfng acc1dents the males between
15 and 40 year s of age. who are the most exposed durfng sports or
recreatf onal actfvfty  see Tabl e I!.

The years fn Tabl e I refer to l975 through 1978 ~
Unf ortunately~ sfnce then the years are not any more dfv1ded 1 n
the same way and natf onal statf stf cs have not been publ f shed
s1n ce I980.

In the f fve years that followed I was abI e to obtafn data
from the undersea forces of the pol fee and f1 remen~ who were
recover 1 ng cor pses of df vers w ho had df ed dur 1 ng breath hol d
dfvfng.
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TABL E 1

NUMBER OF DEATHS BY SUBMERSION OR DROWNING  ITAL Y!

DURING RECREATIVE ACTIY ITY
IN MEN

  AG E BE TW E EN 15-40!
TOTAL NUMB ER

M+ FYE AR

1975 61 1093

1976 929
 a!

1977 22 1102

1978 33 1040

 a! sk1n divers, fi shermen and swimmers are included in these
numbers

TABLE I I

NUMBER OF DEATHS DURING BREATH-HOLD DIVING IN FIVE COUNTRIES
OF THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA

ROUGH ESTIMATE
FROM NEWSPAPERS AND PERSONAL

IN FOR MAT I ON
MEAN PER YEAR

MINIMUM DOCUMENTE D
NUMBER PE R FI V E YE ARSCOUNTR Y

7  a!Spain

France

Italy

Yugosl av 1 a

Greece

20  c!

1025  b!

10

l0

55TOTAL

 a! among 6.000 skin and scuba divers
 b! corpse recovery
 c! among 250.000 skin and scuba divers
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On these rel tabl e grounds, one can say that the v icti ms 1n
Italy cannot be less than f ive and not more than 20 to 30 per
yea r. In Ta bl e I I. I l 1 sted th e esti mates an d th e r el 1abl e data
obta1ned f rom the f ive countries.



In ef feet> it invol ves a minimum of about 5S deaths per year
i n al 1 the control led European area of the Mediterranean sea.
This excludes the south and eastern coasts> which are much less
frequented by touri sts.

In addi ti on to these data I can menti on th at about 70% of
Ita] ian divers who participate in national and international
competitions have reported one or more presyncopal symptoms in
their career.

Inasmuch as regards Italy and Greece. I can say that the
victims of breath hol d diving are mostly competition diver s or
persons w ith much exper i ence.

Now> do ol d divers present more ri sks th an y oung peopl e?
Can we hypothesize some factors as: CO> retention and lower
sensitivity to CO>i too deep or too 1 ong divest heedlessness of
the danger~ age-re1ated causes of syncope?

To conclude> I woul d 1 ike to express a certain amount of
per pl exi ty which I f eel f or two o p po si te f acts. Fi r str d iv er s
w il 1 not f ol 1 ow proper rul es of sa f ety to avoi d f atal
consequences; secondly> researchers in the physi ol ogical fi el d
are devel oping an al ways deeper know ledge. Let us hope that
this knowledge w ill hei p the divers to consider more seriously
the ri sks th ey face.

Since the number of accidents seems to be decreasing rather
than increasing  even though the practice of breath hol d diving
has been increasing> especi al ly af ter th e proh i bi ti on to use
SCUBA for fi shing!> I woul d like to believe that all the studies
and propaganda has at least contributed to save a certain number
of persons. Rel iabl e indivi dual observations al ready confirm
th i s.
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Discussion folloving Dr. Xannini's presentation

Dr. Hong: Do you have any breakdown of accidents by seasons, for
example, winter versus summer?

Dr ~ Xannini: No, I don' t; but the accidents are more f requent in
summer when most people are on vacation. However, also in winter a
lot of people dive regularly along the coasts, as the water
temperature does not drop below 10-15 C.
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LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS DURING BREATH HOLD DIVING

Pier Giorgio Data

Institute of Physiological Science and School of

Underwater and Hyperbaric medicine. University
of Chieti, Chieti, Italy.

The best known, most frequent and most dangerous type of
accident connected with apnea diving is the sudden loss of
consciousness under water. It is most common at depths less
than 2 m and hence during distance underwater swimming in
pools when it may occur at distances from 45 m or more   1,2!

These accidents are due to hypoxia and more common after'

hyper ventilation which decreases CO tension and prolongs
breath-holding time without increasing 0 supply significant-

2ly. Very well-trained divers may however have hypoxic syncope
without significant hyper ventilation   2 ! . The same type of'
"black outs" may occur also after deep apnea dives if the
diver stops ascent at depths between 5 m and surf'ac..

We have however recorded abnormal heart rhythms with ECC'
during a series of deep apnea dives conducted over several

years which most probably were the main cause of loss of
consciousness �!.

Material and Methods

ECG recordings during apnea diving wer e obtained in about
150 healthy  age 20-40 years! spor t divers with r epeated dives
to di fferent depths in each. As several dives were followed in

each a total of close to 500 have been r ecorded.

In 18 subj ects measur ements wer e obtained with a per cutan-
eous right heart catheter during 70 dives from 3 to 30 m of

depth. None of the subjects had a history of cardiac arrhythmias
or other heart disease, neither' has such occur red later . All

sub jects gave informed consent to the study.
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The divers hyperventilated for one minute at surface before
the dive. They were pulled head first to the desired depth by a
lead weight and ther eafter turned head up and held on to a rope
during the apnea. They were followed under water by exper ienced
Scuba-divers in case of accidents. All used wet suits. The
depths varied between 3 and 72 meters.

Two lead precordial EGG and pulmonary artery pr essures wer e
recorded with a waterproof tape recorder tied to the back of
the subject. Pulmonary artery pressure   PAP ! and surrounding
hydrostatic pressure were recorded with piezo electric tr ans-
ducer s inside the shielding, with subtraction of' hydrostatic
pressure from the PAP

Results

During diving var ious degrees of bradycardia were seen in all
experiments. The bradycardia increased with time at depths down
to 20 m. At gr eater depths the decrease in heart rate was more
rapid and related to the increase in depth. However, after 60 s
the same degree of bradycar dia was final ly seen at all depths
 f=26-46 min. ! . Down to 20 m sinus br adycar dia was most common
while at greater depths disappearance of the P-wave often
indicated a nodal rhythm or a His'bundle pacemaker. Single or
series of 3 to 5 ventricular extrasystole were often recorded.

Four subjects lost consciousness during ascent. They had
dived to 20, 20, 23 and 30 m of depth, respectively. One of
those ascending from 20 m had a normal heart rythm but ascend-
ed slowly and got unconscious at 4 m of depth af'ter 92 s. He
orobably had hypoxic syncope. Anothe subject swimming up from
20 m had several extrasystole before ascent and ventricular

tachycardia when he lost consciousness at a depth of 6 m. He
was brought to surf'ace after 52 s and rapidly regained
consciousness. Two of those with heart catheterization had

"black outs" during ascent. One had dived to 30 m of depth and
got unconscious a f ter 95 s also wi th ventri cu lar arrhythmia wi th
a high fr ecjuency. One subject diving to 23 m with a total time
of submersion of 118 s is shown in the following illustrations.
Sinus tachycardia was seen after hyper ventilation with a
decrease in heart rate during descent  fig. 1!. Immediately
after arriving to 23 n of depth the heart rate was down to

60 /min. Ther e was probably a nodal rhythm and series of extr a-
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systole occur r ed   f ig. 2!, while PAP had incr eased to

30-40 mm Hg. After 42 seconds a ser ies of ventr icular extra-

systole occurred which turned into a ventr'icular fibr illation

on EGG with a maximum frequency of 584/min. and an average
frequency of 230/min.   fig. 3! . However, there was still a

dynamic frequency on the PAP registr ation of 90 and the pulmon-
ary arter y pr essure showed a small decrease. After 50 s to 60 s

EGG showed ventricular fibrillation while small pulmonary
artery systole were seen with a frequency around 60/min. The

subject still felt well as related later on. He started climb-

ing up the rope but lost consciousness when reaching 9.5 m
after 90 s  Fig. 4!. Electrocardiographically he st.ill had ven-
tricularr fibrillation but now with very irregular PAP systole
with a rate of ll0. When he was brought to the surface he had
an electrocardiographic sinus rhythm but with no dynamic right
heart action and a pulmonary artery pressure of close to
80 mm Hg. He was resuscitated with oxygen on mask and cardiac
compressions at 142 s  Fig. 5!. After half a minute he had

regained electrocardiographic sinus tachycardia with synchron-
ous pulmonary artery pressure fluctuations. The pulmonary
artery pressure was still high and he had single extrasystole
but was mentally alert and no further complications were
noted   fig. 6!.

Discussion

It cannot be excluded that i.rr itation from the r ight heart
catheter has contributed to the ventricular tachycardia or
fibrillation seen in some of the subjects.

However, vent.icu'ar extrasystole occurr'ed in most subjects
also without heart catheterization and it seems probable that
the extensive acute cardiac dilation, at depths below 20 m
 fig. 7!, contributes to the increased irritability . Hypoxia
during extended apnea may also increase irritability and echo-
car diogr aphic registrations at our laboratory during apnea at
RV in air have actually shown VES excited by each diaphragmal
contraction occurring near breaking point. It seems contra-
dictional with sustained right ventricular function during
tachycardia/fibrillation. we have recorded the same phenomenon
in dogs with ventricular fibrillation caused by local applica-
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tion of aconitin   fig. 8! . Likewise, everybody ~orking with
resuscitation will have noticed patients with electr ocar dio-

gr aphi ca 1 ly nor mal s inus rhythm but with no measurable pulse or
blod pr essur e.

Conclusions

seems good as no comp 1 i
incidents and only one
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Data PG Fig. 1

The figure shows sinus tachycardia on ECG registered at
surface after hyperventilation. Pulmonary artery pressure  PAP!
was normal. Apnea dive starts at time 0  t=0! and heart rate
 HH! deer eases from 144 to 131 beats/min. during the first m.

Fig. 2

The subject has arr ived to 22 m of depth after 42 seconds.
The KCG shows ventr icular tachyarrhythmia with an electrical
frequency   fe! of 230/min. to 589/min. while dynamic frequency
  fd! in the pulmonary ar tery was 90/min.
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Data PG Fig. 3

A t t ime 50 s the dynami c frequency decreases   60 min�. ! while

ventr icular f i br i 1 lation continuous. Pulmonar y ar ter'y pressure e
has deer eased from 40-50 to 25-30 mm Hg. Subjectively the diver
felt well.

Fig.

Dur'ing ascent by cl imbing the rope the sub j ect gets uncor.s-

cious at time 90 s  ar row! . The increase in pulmonary ar tery
pressure to 40-50 may indi cate decreased left ventr'i euler

output. The depth xs 9.5
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Data PG Fig. 5

The subject was brought to the surface at time M.B s and was

still unconscious after 142 s. Cardiac resuscitation by
external heart compression  arrow! and oxygen by mask had
begun. Electrical heart rate was 71 � 117/min. but no coordinated
pump function was seen.

The subject is conscious at time 174 s. He had coordinated

sinus tachycar dia and synchr onous pulmonary artery pressur e
swings but still an elevated PIP. He normalize - all variables
within some minutes.
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Fig. 7 Thoracic X-ray obtained during open sea breath hold dive at 20 meters.
Note the very distended heart and elevated diaphragm, The contours of the heart
and diaphragm at I.O ATA, obtained from a separate X-ray picture, have been
indicated by dashed lines.
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Data PG Fig. 8

Record

o aconi ti n

388/min. w i t

Frequencies

artery flow

with electr i

frequency
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in' o i tachyarrhythmia i educed by 1 ocal app 1 i cat i on
in the dog. The mean electr ical frequency is
h per iods of fibr illation with frequency 500/min.
of systemic ar ter i al p r essure   2 s a ! arrd pulmonary
 QPa! and aortic flow  Qa! ar e not synchr onous
cal events and the rate is about .~OX of electrical



Discussion following Dr. Data's presentation

Dr. Lundgren: It is certainly food for thought and quite impressive
that you would be able to get these recordings under those conditions;
there's really only one measurement that I'm missing and that's the
heart rate of the experimenter as this was happening.

Dr. NcDonough: Were these Swan-ganz catheters, that is, balloon
tipped catheters floating in the pulmonary artery, following insertion
through a peripheral vein?

Dr. Data: Yes.

Dr. NcDonough: What was your access route, was it antecubital, neck,
or groin?

Dr. Data: Antecubital.

Dr. Soysen: Did you get fairly good tracings when your subjects were
trying to swim with that catheter in the arm? When we tried to do
experiments like that with arm movement, the catheter tends to move
back and forth.

Dr. Data: We had no problems in this regard, as the arm was splinted,
so that they could not bend it.
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GENBRAL DISCUSSIOH

Dr. Bong: I proposed this morning that we should discuss more about
the issue dealing with cold water drowning. Now we heard a number of
papers showing the development of bradycardia and cardiac arrhythmiasi
which are potentiated by cold water. That's one phenomenon. But the
other story involves cold water drowning of little babies, who were
successfully resuscitated after 40 minutes. There is a general myth/
statement made by some people that this is due to the diving reflex-
The media tell their story that, as soon as a baby drowns in cold
water> he behaves like a diving seal, reducing his oxygen consumption-
Does this view have a scientif ic basis? Since most of us who are
interested in this question are in this room, maybe we should get
some feedback from you about this issue.

Dr. Slener: Yes, I' quite agree. There's a preamble, though, that
I'd like to suggest. You know, I think we ought to finally discard>
stamp out, and throw away the term diving reflex.

Dr. Hong: Right.

Dr. Elsner: There's no way that that makes physiological sense. But
on the other hand, is it possible that all of the events that you see
in the child who falls into cold water, and is revived, could be
explained simply on the basis of the rapid cooling of the central
nervous system and having nothing whatever to do with bradycardial
response?

Dx. Arnold: I think there are probably a lot of components. Brain
cooling is important. There are two similar situations: the case of
asphyxia as opposed to the case of water inhalation. The asphyxial
case has a much better prognosis. For the same length of submergence
time and the same temperature of water, one individual will survive
well and another will either be severely compromised or will not
survive. So I suspect that there's a variability in our ability, one
person to another, to survive. En the period of submergence, bef ore
achieving brain cooling  which may take longer in an adult than in a
child!, the diving response may maintain cerebral integrity.

Dr. Hong: The reason why this diving reflex or response is invoked
by some people is the notion that, because of this response, only
brain and coronary blood flow is maintained at the expense of other
regions. However, are we justif ied to say that the blood
redistribution developed in human subjects during cold water face
immersion, as it seemed to develop in diving mammals, is responsible
f or the conservation of oxygen?

Dr. planer: There's not one scrap of data for that. All I'm saying is
that there is not a single measurement to suppor t this statement.
However, the diving response may be involved, for example, in the
initiation of apnea and the early distribution of blood flow.

Dr. Bong: Number two, what we need is an hypothetical experiment
with human subjects, in which we let the subject fall into cold
water, without his knowledge. This procedure may induce a severe
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bradycardia and the distribution of blood flow similar to that in
diving seals, whereby conserving oxygen.

Dr. Lundgren: Forced diving.

Dr. Hong: That's right.

Dr. Siesjo: I have a question to Dr. Boysen and a comment which may
be relevant to the variability we are discussing. I was a bit
intrigued by the fact that you can have asphyxia with maintained blood
pressure for, say, eight minutes and brain damage does not result.
The reason of course is that during all that time you must have some
oxygen delivery to the brain. I'm wondering what your actual PO2's
were. When working with rats we have always been rather impressed
with the resistance of the brain to hypoxia, as long as the perfusion
pressure is maintained. However, there is one factor which gives a
lot of variation to the outcome in hypoxia and also in ischemia.
That's the blood glucose concentration. For example, if you induce
incomplete ischemia in a fasted animal which would maintain a blood
glucose concentration which is normal or below normal, then the brain
can sustain perhaps l0 or l2 minutes of virtual anoxia without any
real brain damage. But if you perform the same experiments on a fed
animal� so that hyperglycemia develops, then perhaps four or five
minutes may be sufficient to give irreversible brain damage. Of
course the difference is that in the last case you get exaggerated
lactic acidosis in the brain. So it means that in your experiments,
where the blood pressure is maintained, the reaction of the brain
would depend very much on the blood glucose concentration. Since you
have maintained circulation to the hypoxic brain, conditions are at
hand f or enhanced lactic acidosis. I wonder, f irst, what was the PO2
in your experiment and, second, what was the blood glucose
concentration.

Dr. Boysen: The PO2 at the end of by four or five minutes of asphyxia
would be less than twenty torr.

Dr. Siesjo: And at the end of, say, seven or eight minutes'7

Dr Boysen: Usually> at the end of seven or eight minutes, if the
measur ement were correct, it was nine or ten torr, something like
that. I don't know the answer to the rest of your question because 1
didn't measure blood glucose, but having known about what you said,
these were fasted animals that had water but no food overnight, and we
did not use glucose infusion when we administered the anesthetic.

Dr. Siesjo: So they were fasted.

Dr. Boysen: Yes, they were.

Dr. Hong: However, blood glucose could considerably go up because
possible increase in catecholamine release. I can see that
glycogenolysis might be stimulated because of the catecholamine
release due to frightening.

Dr, Siesjo: Yes, that's absolutely true, but if you fast a rat for
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24 hours, there would be virtually no liver glycogen left. Sa it means
that your bload glucose concentration cannot rise much.

Dr. Hong: But here's another thing we' ve been talking about, well-fed
children walking around a lake and suddenly drowning in cold ice
water, so in that case blood glucose level could considerably ga up.

Dr. Siesjo: That could be patentially dangerous.

Dr. Rahn: Could some very simple experiments in man be dane on the
induction of laryngospasm with cold and warm water?

Dr. Boysen: We did that with cats, nat with dogs, and you' re
absolutely right. Almost any way to manipulate the airway can induce
laryngospasm, and even if I haven't any clinical experience with cold
water drowning, when you put cold water versus warm water into a cat' s
air way, the cold water has a much higher incidence of instituting or
initiating a significant degree af laryngospasm. So in the cold water
that may be another factor, irrespective of whatever the reflexes we
try to name.

Dr. Rabn: But don't you think these rather simple experiments could
be done in man.

Dr. Boysen: I don't think we cauld get any volunteers. The
subjective feeling is not a very nice one.

Dr. Luadgrea: Is anything known about the possible influence of
hypacapnia ar hypercapnia, for that matter, on the susceptibility to
laryngospasm?

Dr. Boyaeu: Yau mean as it starts?

Dr. Luadgren: Yes, realizing that hypocapnia is related with
increased tendency for spasm in other skeletal muscle, I was just
wondering.

Dr. Boysen: Yes, it's the same in the upper airway.
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Alveolar Gas Ga~osition and Perfom~

Departrrent of Physiology
State University of New York at Buffalo

Buffalo, New York 14214

During breath-hold diving alveolar gases become greatly altered and
their composi.tion shortly before the surface is reached reveals not only
the degree of hypoxia and hypercarbia and hemoglobin de-saturation that has
occurred, but also to what degree motor and mental performances have been
impaired. Divers are aware that excessive hyperventilation before a dive
leads to typical signs of hypocapnia, namely, tingling sensations in the
extremities, di.zziness, and carpopedal spasms. They are also aware of
mental confusion when CO2 concentration becomes very high. The gradually
developing hypoxia during a breath-hold is not easily recognized, and on
occasion a brief state of euphoria may precede blackout and loss of
consciousness because of lack of oxygen. Furthermore, following excessive
hyperventilation hypoxic states can be reached at the end of the dive while
the diver has not recovered from hi.s hypocapnia and where performance
impairment of each of these two conditions is additive  Otis et al, 1946!.
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Fig. 1. The 02~2 Diagram  Rahn and Fenn, 1955! .
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The question is what are the limits of alveolar gas composition
during which normal motor and mental functions prevail and what are the
compositions where hypocapnia, hypoxia, hypercarbia or a combi.nation of
hypoxia and hypocapnia or hypoxi.a and hypercarbia interfere with normal
performance. These have been described in detail using multiplication,
choice-reaction times, and visual discriminmation tests during vari.ous
degrees of hypocapnia breathing ai.r at ground level  Rahn et al., 1946! and
hand-steadiness and visual discriminati.on tests during various degrees of
hypocapnia, hypercarbia, and anoxia performed in an altitude chamber
breathing ai.r  Otis et al., 1946!. The results are shown in figure 2.

eo

I0 40 SO 60 70 BO 90 IOO
ALVEOEAR pQp

Fig. 2. Contrast discrimination test. For details see text. From Otis et
al., 1946.

As an i.ntroduction to this plot fi.gure 1 provides a basic
interpretation of the 02 -CO~ diagram where PCO2  torr! is plotted against
PO2  torr!  Rahn and Fenn, 2955!. The inspi.red oxygen tensions, 0.2095
 pB -47!, at 5500 m and 3000 m altitude, at 1 and 2 ATA are shown by
circles on the abscissa. The diagonal origi.nating at these points
describes all simultaneous 0 and CO tensions whenever the respiratory
quotient is 0.8. For example, at 1 ATA pIO = 149 torr, and circle 2
indicates the alveolar compositi.on when PACE> = 40 torr and R.Q. = 0.8.
The dotted li.nes are i.sopleths of hemoglobin saturations  vols. % Hb02!
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which is 98'4 at circle 2. Circle 1 i.s the alveolar composition at 3000 m
where the hemoglobin saturation is 858, and circle 3 represents the
alveolar composition at 2 ATA when breathing air. It can be seen that by
going to various alti.tudes for performance tests, various degrees of
hypoxia can bc achieved during normal ventilation. In addition, by adding
a large dead space to the mask, higher than normal alveolar CO2 tensions
were obtained at various altitudes, and by breathing with a resuscitation
device  pneumolator! various degrees of hypocapnia were achieved at
alti,tude.

Figure 2 shows the contrast-discrimination test an the 0>-CO2 diagram.
Each type of symbol represents the probability  P! that a subject's score
was not different from his control score. The blacker the symbol the
greater the certainty of abnormal function. Solid ci.rcle with cross P
�.01; solid circle P! 0.01   0.05; half solid circle P! 0.054'0.1; open
circle with dot P! 0.1 C 0.5; open circle PO 0.5. A very similar plot was
obtained for motor performance impairment using a hand-steadiness test
 Otis et al., 1946!. Of particular interest is the impaired function during
various degrees of hypocapnia when 02 tensions were normal.

Pco~
60

50

40

30

20

� 0 t00 
0 �0 640 660 680
Po~

Fig. 3. Useful area of performance during breath-holding bordered hy
regions of hypocapnia, hypoxia, and hypercarbia. From Bahn et
al., 1986.
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Assuming that these performance criteria are applicable to the breath-
hold diver, then figure 3 charts the approximate boundaries for safe
performance on the O2-CO2 diagram  Rahn et al., 1986!. The pathways for
three breath-holds are shown, all originating in the useful performance
area. For example, after a full inspiration breathing air at sea level,
the alveolar PCO2 = 35 torr and the breaking pornt at the borderline of
safe performance rs determined by a combination of hypoxic and hypercarbic
stimulus. With hyperventilation, in this example the alveolar PC 2 is
reduced to 20 torr. If this is done with pure oxygen, the apneic pathway
is shown at the right. It is a straight line ending at the breaking point
of 60 torr and hypercarbia is the only sti.mulus. On the other hand, if the
same degree of hyperventilation is done breathing air at sea level, the
only stimulus to breaking is hypoxia. However, this stimulus alone is
frequently rather weak, and if apnea is prolonged, alveolar 02 will
conti.nue to fall to levels of 30 � 35 torr, where black-out and
unconsciousness set in.
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Depth records: practf cal consf deratfons

Enzo Maf orca> Si racusa> Italy

In 1913 Georgh fos Kaggfir a Greek sponge diver~ made several
breath-hol d dives down to 80 m of depth  more than 260 feet!, to
r ecover the 1 ost anchor of the Ital fan battl esh fp "Regina
Margherf ta" �!. Mow ever~ tt was not untf1 1949 that deep breath-
hol d dfv ing started as a sport. In that year Ref mondo Bucher> an
Italian dfveri made and won a wager: holding his breath and
pul 1 ed underw ater by a wef ght> he reached 30 m of depth  about
100 feet!. At the bottom> an astonished hard-hat diver gave hfm
a w ater proof envel ope co nta f ning the priz e: twenty thousand
ital fan 1 i ra. Since that time many deep breath hol d divers. both
men and w omen> have descended to incr easf ng depth s r ecentl y
diving down to more than 100 m �30 feet!. In this brief revf ew
of breath-hol d dives to record depths I would like to mention.
besf des Raimondo Bucher~ Ennio Fal coi Al berto Novell f~ Amerf co
Santarel 1 i, Bob Croft~ Jacques Mayol, Marf a and G ful f ana
Trel eaning Angel a Bandin f~ my two daughters Patr fz fa and Rossana
and mysel f �!. Rossana has recently established the new world
r ecord dive for women> descending to 68 m.

Unluckily> fn 1960 the Worl d Underwater Federation and in
1981 the Italian Underwater Federatfon ceased to acknowledge
these records, because thef r Medical Commissions fudged these
attem pts dangerous. I heartily df sagree w f th thf s opf ni on that
w as based on th e threat of th or aci c squeez e. The depth at w hich
th or aci c squeez e was pre df cted ke pt m ov f n g deeper and deeper w f th
every new successf ul record dive.

In Tabl e 1 you can see the three principal techniques for
deep breath-hol d diving: free diving, assf sted-descent diving
and assi sted df v ing. In free dfv ing both descent to the bottom
and ascent to the surface are performed by the dfver by his own
ef f ort> th at is sw fmmfng dow n during descent> and pul 1 f ng
himself up al ong a 1 f ne during ascent. Thi s type of diving is
per f ormed not only by record dfversi but al so by the much more
numerous spear-f fshermen and by the Ama of Japan> in particular
by the Cachido. In the case of assfsted-descent dfving, the diver
descen ds w i th the assi stance of a wef ghti b ut he or she goes bac k
to th e sur f ace again usf ng h f s or her muscl es. Thi s technique i s
used by record and pearl divers. These are the two types that
have been perf orm fng f or many years and I stf1 1 hol d the 1 ast
off fcial records of both types of dfvfng> wfth 87 m �85 feet!
reached in 1974 during an assisted-descent breath-hol d dfve> and
w i th 60 m �96 feet! during a free breath-hold dive, again in
1974. There i s a third type of breath-hol d dfv f ng> and th is has
been- used by Mayol in hf s 1 ast record dive to 105 m of depth
 more than 340 feet! �!: this fs the assisted dfvfng. In this
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form of dfv f ng the diver fs hei ped f n both th e descent and
ascent. He f s pulled by a ref ght on hf s way dow ni and he f s
1 f f ted by a sel f- fnf1 atabl e bal 1 oon or by a rope corn f ng up. This
type of d fv fng f s per f ormed by record d fvers and by the Ama
 Funado!. In the past ft was performed al so by the Greek Sponge
D ivers.

TABLE I

Types of Breath-hol d Dives with regard to means of
Descent and Ascent

Perf ormed byTy pe A see ntDescent

I. Free Diving swfmmfng hand-over-hand
swimming

record divers
spear f f shermen
Ama-Cachf do

2. Assf sted-
descent

diving

record dfvers
pearl df v ers

p ul 1 e d by hand- ov e r- h a n d
a wef ght 6 sw f mming

3 ~ Assi sted
Dfvfng

pull ed by 1 if ted by a
a wef ght rope or air

bal 1 oon

record divers
Am a-F una do
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Ff gure I depfcts the depth-time prof fle of my deepest
breath-hol d dive> fn which I reached 94 m during traf nf ng. This
was an assi sted-descent dive. After an hyperventilation 1 astfng 8
min~ I took a f ul 1 fnspf ratf on and I started my head-dow n
descent> pulled by a ref ght of 26 Kg that ran al ong a w fre and
that I coul d stop by means of a brake. Despite the fact that I
started clearfng my ears from the surface> I had to stop at 30>
40 and 50 m dur f ng my desce nt. At th ese depth s I turned h ead-u p
for a few seconds for additional ear-clearing. From 50 to 94 m I
df d not need to cl ear my ears anymore. Once I reached th e maxi mal
depth> I 1 eft the weight and I started the ascent> pul 1 fng mysel f
up along the wire wfth my hands and swimmfng w fth my legs.
Cl oser to the surface> as the wet suit expanded and regaf ned
buoy ancyr ft hei ped my ascent. The total durati on of th f s dive
ras 3 mfn and 40 sec, with approximately an equal amount of time
spent on descent and ascent, at a rate of about I m/sec
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Fi g. 1 Depth-time prof 11 e of my br eath-hol d dive to 94 m.
Al so show n are stops at 30~ 40 and 50 m for
additional ear clearing.

In my career I have performed more than one hundred breath-
hol d dives to depths greater than 50 m �65 feet ! and many more
to sh al 1 ow er depth s. I have suf fered seven epi sode s of sy ncope.
three of which happened during training 1n a swimming pool. The
training consisted in a horizontal underwater sw1m of 130 m
 more than 420 feet !. The other four epi sodes of syncope
occurred at sea> during attempts to break records. No fatal iti es
have ever occured throughout the years among dozens of deep
br eath- hold divers dur1ng th ei r nume r ou s recor 1 attempt s~ th anks
to the assi stance of sk il led SCUBA divers. These safety d1vers
are positioned at different depths al ong the line from the
surface to the bottom, in such a way that the brea th-hol d diver
coul d be easily assisted and recovered> if anything went w rang.

Besi des horizontal underwater sw1ms for more than 100 m
�30 feet ! > tra1ni ng 1n th e w inter incl u des "dry" breath- hol ds
during heavy exerc1se   that 1 s. climbing 55 sta1rs with a 10 Kg
weight bel t ! and it al so includes calesthenics �!. Whenever the
sea condi tions are good, an important part of training 1 s of
course breath-hold diving. I perform training dives to increasing
depths and w1th decreasing bottom times   that is the time spent
at the maximal depth ! i starti ng w 1th dives to 50 m  about 165
feet! at wh1ch depth I spend at least 1 min.
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Finally, I wish to thank all of you Scientists> who work
hard everyday for us divers> and I want to give you a picture
f rom my experience. Many years ago I w as doi ng a deep breath-
hol d diver and the weather was bad even if the sea was calm~ the
sky was gray and so there was al most no v isibil ity underwater. I
was at depth and suddenly saw a fishy a very> very> very big fish
and I w as af rai d because I did not know w hat to do. Suddenly> a
ray of sun fell down from the sky into the sea and hit the big
f ish> which expl oded i n a my ri ad of sm al 1 sil ver f i sh. It w as
not a big fish, it was a school of sardi nes which di sappeared in
ai l di recti ons. This is the picture th at I give to you.
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Discussion folloving Nr. Naiorca's presentation

Dr. Lundgren: I think we should begin by thanking Mr. Maiorca for
al low ing us to edi t his f ascinating f ilms in this way. Let me
acknowledge Mr. Marky and Dr. Ferrigno for doing this. Perhaps a point
worth making is that a deep breath-hold dive like this is no small
feat from the logistic point of view. The assistance of the SCUBA
divers can be extremely critical for your well being and we heard and
saw that they are positioned along the line, all the way down to the
deepest point where the breath-hold diver turns. In contrast to the
breath-hold diver, they, of course, are f aced with the problems of
accumulating inert gas and if they had to ascend rapidly in assisting
the breath-hold diver, they might run the risk of decompression
sickness. So it's a very sophisticated operation logistically.

Dr- Perrigno: The other thing is that the SCUBA divers also run the
risk of nitrogen narcosis because they are breathing air even below
50 meters. These are very experienced divers but still you are
talking about 90 meters in air for SCUBA divers. We should also
appreciate the technical diff iculties of taking f ilms at these depths.

would also like to add that Mr. Naiorca doesn't f ol low the
suggestion of Dr. Craig to start from outside the surface and then
jump in the water. Instead, he does his hyperventilation in the water
and then he s tar ts hi s des cent.

Dr. Rahn: Mr. Maiorca, do you have to turn head-up for ear-clearing2

Nr. Naiorca: Yes, I have to turn head up for a few seconds at 30, 40
and 50 m, and then I resume my head-down descent, despite the fact
that I start clearing my ears f rom the surface. For some reason I
need some additional ear-clearing at these depths.

Dr. Rahn: I'd like to have Mr. Maiorca answer a few questions now.
Can you tell us how you hyperventilate before the dive?

Nr. Naiorca: There are two types of hyperventilation, one that we
called hyperoxygenation, with fast breaths, but then we were told thai
hyper ventilation was not usef ul for hyper oxygenation, so we changed tc
a dif f erent type of hyperventilation, that is, long and slow br eaths.
Four br eaths per minute.

Dr Rahn: For how many minutes.

Nr. Naiorca: Eight minutes. At the beginning of training,
hyperventilate only for two minutes, but after about one month, I feel
that these two minutes are not enough, so I am forced to add mor e tirrr<
for hyperventilation until the day of the record, when I arrive t<
eight minutes of hyperventilation. So there is a gradual increase ir
the time of hyperventilation. And the same is f elt also by m!
daughters and other people in the School for Deep Breath-hold Divin<
in Siracusa.

Dr. Rahn: Another question. How careful are you, to completely rela'
just before the dive?
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Nr. Naiorca: I am not totally relaxed because I know I am doing
something dangerous. I am a man with all my f eelings and my
pr eoccupa ti ons, and not a super man.

Dr. Rahn: I was thinking about the C02 production.

Dr. Lundgren: Speaking of hyperventilation. With your method of
hyperventilation you seem to create a high pressure in the thorax
during expiration. Is that correct?

Nr. Naiorca: Yes.

Dr. Lundgren: I would like to suggest that it ties in with Dr.
Craig's suggestion that the best way to start a dive would be to be
out. of the water, in order to have as little blood in the chest for
starters as possible, so as to make maximum use of the return of the
blood into the thorax during the dive, for compression of pulmonary
gas. Now, perhaps this type of breathing, if in the water, would be
an alternative to being out of the water in the pxeparatory phase,
because the breathing seems to generate repetitive Valsalva maneuvers;
that is, high pressure manuevers in the chest that would drive the
blood out of the chest and that would provide room for a larger
starting air volume.

Dr. Rahn: The Ama have been doing that f or 2,000 years by
whistling just before they dive.

Dr. Lundgren: Is it not true that all the Amas, when asked why they
do it, answer that they always did it that way.

Dr. Rahn: Yes.

Dr. Lundgren: So, is there a philosophy, a special philosophy, behind
this particular breathing pattern?

Nr. Naiorca: I just feel the need to do it, and we have seen that
with this hyperventilation, we can obtain the best results.

Dr. Lundqren: In terms of depth or duration?

Nr. Maiorca: For both depth and duration.

Dr. Norfleet: In your record breaking dive, when you came to the
surface and lost consciousness, did any of your companions notice what
colox your skin was?

Nr. Naiorca: I don't know, no one told me, I don't know.

Dr. NcDonough: Were you breathing spontaneously, or did you have
a s si st ed vent i 1 ation'?

Mr. Naiorca: They told me that I was unconscious for about one minute
and thirty seconds, and that I was not breathing at all.

Dr. Rennie: What was the duration of the 130 meters horizontaL
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underwater swim?

Mr. Maiorca: Two minutes and five seconds.

Dr. Whitelaw: Mr. Maiorca, I would like to know what tricks you use
to postpone or reduce the urge to breathe, and also whether you think
that your breathing muscles are working toward the end of the dive.

Mr. Maiorca: Coming from a very deep dive, I don't feel
diaphragmatic contractions, but I feel them during the horizontal
underwater swims, even af ter I have swum only twenty meters. So, I
feel the urge to breathe especially when I swim underwater
horizontally for training, either at sea or in a swimming pool. And I
think it's mainly a psychological p~oblem. I fight the diaphragmatic
contractions, and I train myself in doing that throughout the year,
for example, climbing stairs �5 steps! while holding my breath and
carrying a 10 Kg weight belt, And, it's much more difficult to hold
your breath while climbing stairs because you have air around you, so
you develop will power, which is essential for these very deep dives.
I don't perform any special maneuver, like swallowing or anything
else, to fight diaphragmatic contractions, which cease after awhile,

Dr. McDonough: Could I ask the question whether you were aware of
any impending loss of consciousness during the dive we have seen or
any of the six other dives during which you lost consciousness?

Mr. Maiorca: Not at all. No warning signs. I went from the very
exciting feeling of having reached the record depth to the loss of
consciousness.

Dr. Hong: When Jacques Mayol came to Japan last year, he told us he
uses Yoga for his deep dives. What do you think of this?

Mx. Maiorca: As I told you before, I like to dive as a human being,
with all my feelings, and I think that Yoga allows man to become part
of the Cosmos and to achieve great results, because it helps from a
psychological point of view, but I prefer to go down as a man, and I
love the sea as an air-breathing human.

Dr. Siesjo: Can I come back to the symptoms of ascent< when Mr,
Maiorca is approaching the surface. I wonder if you can notice any
difference in the way you see things, in your vision.

Mr. Maiorca: Nothing at all. At the beginning of my career I used to
dive without a mask, and my vision improved at depth. Then I started
using a mask. During the last dives, I have not used masks anymoref
but instead, I now use perforated goggles with 180 dioptric lenses, so
that now I don't have to waste air in clearing the mask.

Dr. Siesjo: I wondered because one of the earlier symptoms in
experimental hypoxia is blurred vision and also narrowed visual
f ields.

Mr. Maiorca: AbsoluteLy not. And I know that for sure because I have
to watch the divers, the SCUBA divers around me who give me signalsf
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for example, they tell me to take of f my goggles close to the surface,
because they bother me.

Dr. Iin: I'd like to know, when you are at depth, under such very
high pressur e s, do you f eel a ny thing physically?

Nx. Naiorca: I don't have any feelings of pressure at all, but I
start feeling discomfort in my ears, but you have to remember that I
do not clear my ears after 50 meters.

Dr. Lanphier: Do you notice anything like nitrogen narcosis?

Nr. Naiorca: I am perfectly conscious. In fact, I am excited when I
reach the record depth where I have to pick a mark showing the depthf
but then I am very scared that I will not be able to make it back to
the surface. May I have two minutes'? Because I wish to say
something. Scientists work hard everyday for us divers, as I am a
diver today and I wish to thank you, and I want to give you a picture
from my experience. Many years ago, I was doing a deep breath-hold
dive, and the weather was bad even if the sea was calm, the sky was
gray and so there was not visibility underwater. I was at depth and
suddenly saw a fish, a very, very, very big fish and I was afraid and
I did not know what to do. Suddenly, a ray of sun fell down from the
sky into the sea and hit the big fish which exploded into a thousand
small silver f ish. It was not a big f ish, it was a school of
sardines which disappeared in all directions. This is the picture
that I give to you.
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